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About This Game

Chaos Village is a top-down chaotic shooter game with various weapons, perks and power ups.

You can try to beat 60 levels of classic gameplay or test your record on Survive mode. At the end of every round, you get
experience to level up and unlock new weapons or modifications.

In the customization screen, you can change the way your character looks; different characters and different color patterns.
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Title: Chaos Village
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
QuickSave
Publisher:
QuickSave
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7

Processor: Core i3 / AMD A6 2.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 260 / AMD Radeon HD 5750. OpenGL 3.3

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space
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village of chaos. lords of chaos village. chaos seeds mist village map. chaos village steam. chaos village deck tag force 5. chaos
im netz village cinema. chaos village. school of chaos christmas village. chaos village game. chaos seeds mist village. lords of
chaos village cinemas. chaos village gameplay

For all those of you looking for a new FML, I have one thing to say. Forget it. This game, at least at the time being, is awful.
The match engine is totally random. There is absolutely nothing you can do and change the outcome of a match, unless the
engine wants it. The match is only commentary at the time being, consisting of like 10 phrases. There are no corners in the
matches. Player stats and positions don't make sense. Players with awful stats for some reason shine and others with decent stats
just don't. Positions do not matter, a player that plays naturally as DC and performs, will perform even as an AMC or ST. Game
economy is broken already in my opinion and the "returning stars" feature is a joke as these players will become superstars even
if they play regularly or not. Overall, this game should not have been released yet. I really hope that it will manage to become
something close to FML we all miss but at the time being, I feel that it is one of the worst games I've ever played.. Bought this
and it's not my sort of game to be honest.
Though i will say it's a well made and nice looking game that will probably appeal to fans of platforming/jumping games .
. I may expand this later but I wanted to get it up here.

This is not a good game. Its janky, its sparse, and the gameplay loop is literally just find a guy to stab and see if he has any
money or slightly better armor than you. The animations and graphics combine to make it look like your fighting possesed
manakins that shout at you in a language that may or may not be real. You can dismember them, but it seems to be totally
random as to when and how it happens.

So why do I recommend it? Because despite, and in fact probably because of, these things the game is fun. Its stupid, low budget
fun. It's like a Godzilla movie or Deep Space from Plan 9. Its objectively bad but it makes you laugh and you enjoy the time you
spend with it.

You may want to buy it on sale though. Or just avoid if you cant appreciate terrible things. But I know I can.

EDIT: The developer is legitimately actively working on improving this game, and I want to say again this game is F.U.N. fun.
I've put the time I have on this because I enjoy it. It really is money well spent.. This has all the smoothness of a bad flash game,
The art style is ok, but it doesn't fit, the background and enemies don't belong together so it seems like it was some sort of assest
pack hastely cobbled together in one day.. Amazing chose your own story adventure. Don't expect high end graphics but do
expect a great story. Everything you do is a major decision to how the game will progress. Who you talk to, the sequence in
which you talk to people, which path you take, how you talk to people, it all matters. The fighting mechanics is interesting, you
have to gauge what your opponent will do and figure out how to counter. You're given hints on what to do from the text, which
brings me to the text.....theres a lot. Don't get me wrong I'm not complaining; it's really well written, I just didn't expect to read
so much. The game has no voice actors instead it's all text, but more graphically active than other text based games like zork. It's
crucial to read and understand. This game is actually great for helping people develop critical reading skills. My only problem is
that the game is too short, I get that it's based off a book series by Steve Jackson so it probably has limited source material. I
actually want to read the books. Anyways, a great game I recommend.. ITS A GOOD STARTING PACKAGE BUT WILL
THE DEVELOPERS OFFER THE FOUNDERS MORE ITEMS\/WEAPONS EXCLUSIVE FOR FOUNDERS ONLY OR
AT LEAST A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF GEMS A MONTH FOR LIFE FOR JUST BEING A FOUNDER? THE GAME IS
AMAZING AND I WOULD LOVE IT IF FOUNDERS GOT PERKS. Free! Like a butterfly.. Best fps I have ever played
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It's a very basic "find the object" type adventure game follwed by a very basic QTE combat dungeon crawler.
I recommend it for spending some time in a cute, soft world full of dumb dumb, talking animals, where the biggest threat in
existence is no match for a determined 10 year old with a paddle.

If you want a good game, look elsewhere!. Hilarious and neveracking.

One of the best applications of asympetric multiplayer I've ever seen.. Just Buy it. This is the best couch multiplayer game I've
ever played, I highly recommend it!. Awesome story, in a well flushed out universe. It is an excellent sequal, but still plays well
on its own, but after replaying several times you will be convinced to buy the first installment sabres of infinity. Gradually
making your way up the ranks, becoming more and more involved, powerful and influentual. It is a thrilling expirence and I
thoughly enjoyed it. Really looking forward to the next book and seeing where my choices take me and the country my Dragoon
officer is sworn to protect.
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